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We obtain upper and lower bounds for the spectral counting function associated 
to the Dirichlet laplacian for an open set D in euclidean space, satisfying a 
geometric and a potential theoretic condition. 63 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A theorem of H. Weyl [l] asserts that if d D is the Dirichlet laplacian for 
an open, bounded set in IR” with piecewise smooth boundary aD, the 
spectrum of - A D is discrete: 1” 1 6 2ti2 <i3 d . . and 
lim N,(A) AP”” = 
1 + 'x (471~"'~ (r(l +m/2)))’ ID\, (1) 
where ID( is the volume of D and ND(L) is the spectral counting function, 
defined by 
ND(n)= #{j:Aj4}. (2) 
Weyl’s theorem has been generalized to the case where D is an open set 
in R” with finite volume (see, for example, 10.6 in [2]). Various 
relinements to Weyl’s theorem have been made in [3-81 including the case 
where aD is Minkowski measurable [9]. 
While a necessary and sufficient condition for discreteness of the 
spectrum of the Dirichlet laplacian for arbitrary open sets has been 
obtained [lo], no general asymptotic formula for the corresponding 
counting function has been available; detailed asymptotic estimates of the 
spectral counting function have been obtained in special cases only 
[11-161. 
In this paper we obtain upper and lower bounds for the spectral 
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counting function of the Dirichlet laplacian associated to general open sets 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(H,) There exists a constant c > 0, such that 
-AD>&) (3) 
in the sense of quadratic forms, where 
d(x)= inf [v--xl. 
,‘E W\D 
(4) 
(Hz) For all E > 0, P(E) < 00, where 
(5) 
The validity of (H 1) has been investigated by several authors [ 17; 18, 
1.51. We recall the following from [ 171. 
THEOREM 1. Denote by Cap(A) the newtonian capacity of a compact set 
AGUY” (m=2,3,...)anddefineforx~!W”, r>O 
B(x;r)= {yEuP: /y-xl <r}. (6) 
Suppose D is an open set in aB” (m = 2, 3, . ..) and suppose there exists a 
constant c0 > 0 such that 
Cap((R”\D) n B(x; r)) 2 c,, Cap(B(x; Y)), 0 < r < diam(D), XE aD. (7) 
Then D satisfies (H,). 
Suppose D is an open set in iw2 and suppose D satisfies (H 1). Then D 
satisfies (7) for some constant c0 > 0. 
Suppose D is an open set in Iw’ with non-empty boundary. Then D satisfies 
(H,) with c= i (Hardy’s inequality). 
Suppose D is a simply connected open set in [w2 with non-empty boundary. 
Then D satisfies (H, ) with c = A. 
Remark 2. Note that Condition (7) is of common use in potential 
theory. A related condition occurs in a study of the partition function for 
a bounded open set with a fractal boundary [19]. 
Remark 3. Note that two-sided bounds on the partition function 
trace(erdD) (as obtained for example in 1.9 of [ 181) do not imply two-sided 
bounds on the spectral counting function, unless these bounds give the 
precise leading term in the asymptotic expansion for t JO, which in turn 
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should be regularly varying at 0. Note that finiteness of the partition func- 
tion implies discreteness of the spectrum, while the converse does not hold. 
We refer to [ 161, and in particular Corollary 4 in that paper, for related 
comments and examples. 
Remark 4. The conditions (H, ) and (H2) are independent: the open set 
E, = ((x,, . . . . X,)E R”: xi < 0} satisfies (Hi ) with c = a but does not satisfy 
(H,) and the open set E,=R’\(GxG), where G={O, fl, +(l+& 
) (1 + i + i), ) .. .} satisfies (H2) with P(E) d lOO(log E)* for E > 0 but does 
not satisfy (H , ), since Cap( R’\E,) = Cap( G x G) = 0. 
The main results of this paper are the following. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose D is an open set in [w” satisfying (H ,) and (H,). 
Then the spectrum of -A, is discrete and for all A > 0 
N,(~)<~“‘*~(c”~/(~A”‘)) 5”~-m’2(r(l +m/2)))’ (8-l +rrmcP”2)m. (8) 
THEOREM 6. Suppose D is an open set in Iw” and suppose that the spec- 
trum of -A, is discrete. Then D satisfies (Hz). Furthermore for all A > 0 
N,(l)> ~“‘2p(271m/~“2) 4-mz-m’2(Z(l +m/2)))‘. (9) 
Theorems 1, 5, and 6 give the following. 
COROLLARY 7. Suppose D is an open set in Iw”’ satisfying (H2). Suppose 
that the capacitary density of the boundary aD is bounded away from zero 
(that is, (7) holds for some constant c0 > 0). Then there exists a constant 
CE(~, co) such thatfor all A>0 
COROLLARY 8. Suppose D is a simply connected open set in [w’. Then the 
spectrum of -A, is discrete tf and only tf D satisfies (H2). Suppose D 
satisfies (H,). Then for all ,I>0 
,+(4rr/A1’*)(16rr)’ <N,(A) <A~(l/(8%‘12)) 25~l(8-’ + 8702. (11) 
In Section 2 we give the proofs of Theorems 5 and 6. In Section 3 we 
obtain new results for a concrete example (a spiny urchin). 
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2. PROOFS 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let T, be the tessellation of KY” by open hyper- 
cubes Q,, Q2, . . . of size E with vertices at 
{(kl&, . ..) km&) :k, EZ, . ..) k,EZ}. (12) 
Define d;: H+ + R by 
di = sup d(x), (13) 
XEQ, 
and denote by A&, ( in Z’) the Neumann laplacian on L2(Qi). Further- 
more define for i E b + and for c( E (0, 1) the Schriidinger operator 
H;“‘= -ctAo,,+(l -a) c 
df ’ (14) 
on L*( Qi). By (H, ) and by Neumann bracketing (Proposition 4 on p. 270 
in [ZO]) 
-A,2 -crA,+(l -tl) & 
> -aA,+(l-cr) c -f XQ,(X)dl12 
;= I 
2H!"'@H$@@ ..' 9 (15) 
where xA: R” + (0, 1 } is the characteristic function of a set A G W”. The 
spectrum of Hi”’ is given by 
{ 
c( & (TC~~/E)~ + (1- ~1) c/d; : (k,, . . . . k,) E (if + u (0))” 
1 
. (16) 
Let N(H$“‘; A) be the counting function associated to H{“‘. Then we have 
by (15) 
Define 
ND(n),< c N(H;“‘; 2). (17) 
iZ1 
EO’((l -&)C/;1)“2, (18) 
and define for E > 0 
D,= (xeD:d(x)>E}. (19) 
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Then Qj s Rm\Dy, implies N(H!“‘; A) = 0. Moreover 
N(H!“‘; 2) < # 
{ 
(k,) ...) k,)~ (Z’ u {O))” : IZ f (Zkj/‘E)2 < I 
j=l 
< 2-“7c”“2(r( 1 + m/2))- L (&A”2/(na”2) + mL’*y. 
Hence ( 17) becomes 
N&)bi”‘2(4n)-“‘2(r(l +m/2))-‘(ECI-“2+7t(m/~)*‘2)m 
.#(i~QinD~,##]. 
Since 
diam(Q,) = tzrn”‘, 
we have for .srn112 < cO 
#ji:Q,nD,#b>=E-“’ c meas 
<E-~~ meas u 
ii.Q,nD,,#bi 
Qi) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
From (21) and (23) we obtain 
N,(/l)Q?2p(&,-&m1’2)(471-n”2 (T(1 +m/2))-‘(C1-“2+7tm”2/(&~“*))m. 
(24) 
Choose 
Ct=g, (25) 
and 
&= lo-‘(c/(mn))“2, (26) 
and Theorem 5 follows from (18), (24), (25), and (26). 
Proof of Theorem 6. Let T, be the tessellation as in the proof of 
Theorem 5. Then by Dirichlet bracketing (Proposition 4 on p. 270 of [20]) 
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The spectrum of -A, is given by 
(28) (71kj/E)2 : tkl, ...9 km)E tL+lm}. 
Hence for 2 > m(rr/~)~ 
No,(~)g2P”7tr”‘2(r(l +m/2))-’ (&L1’271-‘-,“2)M, (29) 
so that from (27) and (29) for A>m(rr/s)’ 
N,(482P”7rc”‘2(I-(l +m/2))-’ (EE,“~x-‘-,“~)~ #{i: Qino,fi#d}. 
(30) 
But 
#{i: QjnD,~;;;#d} =E-~ 1 meas( Qi) 
{i:Qsn4J;;;ZO 
(31) 
Choose 
E = 27c(m/i)‘12, 
and Theorem 6 follows from (30), (31), and (32). 
(32) 
3. SPECTRUM OF THE DIRICHLET LAPLACIAN ON A SPINY URCHIN 
In this section we obtain bounds for the spectral counting function for 
the Dirichlet laplacian on a spiny urchin. 
DEFINITION 9. A set U in R2 is a spiny urchin if U= R”\aU, where (in 
polar coordinates) 
au= iYj ((r, 0): r3ak, O=7cn2-k, n= 1,2,3, . . . . 2k+1>, (33) 
k=l 
for some sequence a, < a2 < a3 -=z . . . with a, > 0 and lim, _ o. ak = co. 
The urchin U, corresponding to ak = k was considered on p. 151 in [21 J. 
There it was shown that the embedding of the Sobolev space W:‘( 17,) 
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into L*( U,) is compact, and hence that -A(,, has discrete spectrum. 
Moreover, by a result on p. 152 in [ 121 
N,,(A) - I.(log A)‘, (34) 
(A(A)-B(A) if there exists CE (1, co) such that C-‘B(A)<A(,I)<CB(,I) 
for I > C). 
The result for the general case is the following. 
THEOREM 10. Let U be a spiny urchin. Then the spectrum of -A, is 
discrete if and only if 
lim ak2pk=0. 
k-r 
(35) 
Suppose U satisfies (35). Then for all 
i > 2’4a,e2, 
(32)-‘ia:(j.,dN,(E,)~50(8~‘+87c)*la:(,,, 
(36) 
(37) 
where 
k(A)=max(kEZ+ :ak2-k>(32)-‘Ap1’2} (38) 
and 
I(A)=max{kEZ + : ak2pk > 64;1-‘/* 1. (39) 
Proof. V is open and simply connected in KY*. By Corollary 8 it is 
sufficient to show that (H2) is equivalent to (35). First we obtain a lower 
bound for P(E). Let N(r) be the number of endpoints of spines of aU in the 
closed ball {x E R2 : 1x1 d r}. Then for any r > 0 
p(&)>xr*-2-‘ne*N(r+E)-22E 4(r-a,)++ 1 2k(r-ak)+ , (40) 
ka2 
where (p)’ = (p+ lpi)/2 for PE R. Hence 
p(c) 3 7cr2 - 2~‘7c~~N(r + .5) - 2ErN(r) 
> 7tr2 - (2- ‘7~~ + 2&r) N(r + E). (41) 
(42) 
Let s < a, and put 
r=ak-.5. 
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Then for k E Z + we have by (41), (42) 
p(c) 2 71(4k - &)Z - (2 -‘nE2 + 2&(a, - E)) 2k+ l 
>na:-Eak2kf3. (43) 
Suppose (35) is not satisfied. Then there exist a 6 > 0 and a subsequence 
kl, k,, ..’ E Z + such that 
ak,zek’ 3 6, iEH+. (44) 
Then P(E)= +oo for s<min{nd/8, a,} by (43), (44), and (H,) does not 
hold. Suppose (35) is satisfied. Define for k > 2 
dk = ak tan(nzpk). (45) 
Consider the closed line segments with length 26/, whose midpoints are at 
the endpoints of the spines at distance ak from the origin and orthogonal 
to the spines. Let 
n(s)=max(nEZ+ :6,)&j. (46) 
Then n(s) > 2 for E < a, and n(s) < co by (35). For E <a, 
P(E) < n{a,(,,/cos(712-“‘“‘))2 d 2n(a,(,))2, (47) 
so that (H,) does hold. Hence (35) is equivalent to (H,). 
To prove the upper bound in (37) we note that by (46) and (38) 
n(881;1P”2)=max{nEZ+ : a, tan(n2-“) > 88’1~-“‘} Q k(l). (48) 
By Corollary 8, (47), and (48) 
Nu(R)6Ap(8-‘1-1’2)25n-1(8-‘+87c)2 
<50(8-l + 87r)* laic,,, (49) 
for 8-‘A-“2<a,. To prove the lower bound in (37) we note that /(,I) > 1 
by (36), and 
by Corollary 8, (39), and (43). 
(50) 
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EXAMPLE 12. Let U be a spiny urchin with 
uk = k”, 
for some x > 0. Then 
N,(A) - A(log 1)2X. 
EXAMPLE 13. Let U be a spiny urchin with 
ak = xk, 
for some x~(l, 2). Then 
NU(A) - A log Z/(log 2 -log x) 
EXAMPLE 14. Let U be a spiny urchin with 
ak=2kk-‘, 
for some a>O. Then 
log N”(A) - A1’CZE). 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
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